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Your process is quirky  
and that’s OK.
Like a meandering river or a bolt of lightning, it travels the path of least 
resistance through your unique software organization. Enhancing the 
process from ideation to deployment isn’t about rigid conformity, it’s 
about elegant ways to eliminate bottlenecks while ensuring quality and 
consistency.

If you aspire to practice DevOps or achieve Continuous Delivery you’ll 
never get there without one critical practice:  
Continuous Integration.

The world’s most demanding software organizations have found 
Continuous Integration helps them innovate faster while staying happier. 
Read on to discover the most important aspects of a truly enterprise-grade 
Continuous Integration system.



Martin Fowler’s 2006 definition still stands: 
“The essence of Continuous Integration lies in the 
simple practice of everyone on the team integrating 
frequently, usually daily, against a controlled source 
code repository.” Beyond that, automating the build 
and unit or system tests, even via simple batch 
files to start, is a keystone habit of Continuous 
Integration.

Mastering Continuous Integration isn’t 
easy. According to Voke Research, only 
49% of all development organizations  
have achieved it.  
(“Market Snapshot:  Agile Realities,” Voke Research, 2012.) 

But it’s a practice with unrivaled potential 
to unleash productivity, refine quality and 
deliver business results through faster feedback 
and more rapid, frequent and predictable output. 
Increasingly, Continuous Integration happens at 
scale. All the more reason to find your Continuous 
Integration flow. 

Continuous 
Integration  
@ Scale
If three or more of the following 
describe you and your environment, 
you are operating Continuous 
Integration at Scale: 

 � Multiple Teams

 � Multiple Geographic Locations

 � Multiple Products

 � Multiple Branches per product

 � Multiple Streams per product

 � Multiple Concurrent Builds

 � Multiple Projects

What is Continuous Integration?



Scaling any Agile practice company-wide means 
taking it beyond local workgroups in an efficient, 
empowering way. Where a small company or shop 
may deal with a single location, application and just 
a few team members, the challenge of enterprise 
scale means managing multiple builds per day, 
concurrent builds, developers, projects, products, 
branches and distributed teams. Further, enterprise 
scale may require high availability or redundancy, 
legal compliance, reporting, governance, monitoring, 
visibility and more.

What is enterprise scale?



“If it hurts, do it more 
frequently, and bring 
the pain forward.”
         – Jez Humble

http://bit.ly/1nLpL0L

http://bit.ly/1nLpL0L


In The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in 
Life and Business, author Charles Duhigg explains 
why champions seek to automate the things that 
tend to interrupt flow by adopting “Keystone habits”. 
Keystone habits create a chain reaction, changing 
and rearranging your other habits as you integrate 
the habit into your life. According to Duhigg, they 
have 3 characteristics: They give you numerous small 
senses of victory, they serve as the soil from which 
other habits grow, and they give you energy and 
confidence to do more. 

Continuous Integration is one such habit.

Fix Keystone Habits

The bad news is, local or workgroup-only Continuous 
Integration won’t solve the problems that can be 
caused by massively parallel global development: 
management silos, flawed products and diminishing 
innovation. The good news is, Continuous Integration 
will create a habit of bringing the pain of merging 
code earlier in the process so it can be tackled in 
bite-size increments, rather than struggling with it for 
weeks or months at the end of a major release. In 
addition to bringing the pain forward, it also spreads 
the pain more widely—essentially  solving what used 
to be a single bottleneck with a massively distributed, 
asynchronous process where every developer must 
apply a little effort every day, rather than rely on a 
few to untangle a huge mess later in the process.



Continuous Integration is a practice, not a tool. However, it 
relies heavily on and must work with the tools you already 
own: application lifecycle management platforms, development 
environments, build systems, SCM, physical or virtual hardware, 
software configuration management system, unit and static 
analysis testing tools, dependency managers, defect trackers, and 
more — everything you need to build a working version of the 
application. To be successful, your Continuous Integration solution 
must have the flexibility to drive the tools you already own — and 
let you interact with them intuitively, without having to understand 
code or scripts.

At enterprise scale, the number of tools you need to integrate 
with is bound to expand. That’s why it’s important to avoid a brittle 
Continuous Integration processes, aiming instead for platforms 
that play well with others — and show promise for eventual 
enterprise-wide orchestration of Continuous Delivery.

Plug In What You  
Already Have



Here’s how to find out: Take a source file, and make a 
very simple change to it. How long does it take for that 
change to be fully tested and ready for release into 
production? If the answer isn’t minutes, you are at a 
competitive disadvantage. If your answer is weeks, I’d 
argue that you really don’t know how long it takes.”

— Anders Wallgren, CTO, Electric Cloud

“What is your CI cycle time? 



A developer’s job is 
to code brilliantly.

Are you 
letting them?



Find Your 
Minimum Viable Process
A developers’ job is to code brilliantly. Are you letting them? Make your process 
consistent, persistent, predictable and repeatable — and everyone goes home 
happy. 

The history of software development is that of a continually rising abstraction layer. 
Along with the infrastructure-as-code concept, aim to define your process as code 
to achieve reproducible build results. This doesn’t mean forcing everyone to follow 
Byzantine routines. Rather, Continuous Integration helps make process disappear 
for developers, eliminating the temptation to go rogue and bypass long steps in 
order to rush a hotfix out the door.

However, if you enforce certain tests as part of the process you must also keep CI 
cycles speedy and build trust in the process.  To do this, spend the time to ensure 
the tests you’re running are actually useful. If you have tests that are always green, 
you may not need them to run during every Continuous Integration build. If you 
have tests that are always red, it’s common for people to ignore them. Eliminate the 
noise by removing broken tests from your flow – and make sure the folks who own 
them get them fixed and put them back to work for you as quickly as possible.

Ensuring the required testing processes aren’t skipped requires added security, 
access control, and entitlements.  This brings with it the benefits of compliance, 
audit-ability and more.

Continuous Integration is not just about making the product secure, it’s about 
making sure the process is.



Your flow is 
important.

But so is your neighbor’s.



Use Preflight Tests 
to Stay Green
Though a simple practice at heart, today’s Continuous Integration 
is lightning fast compared to what it was a decade ago — which in 
turns means that change is coming at you from all directions. Add 
enterprise scale to the speed problem, and it’s clear that distributed, 
global teams must automate the process of checking builds.

The answer? Keep “trunk” or global builds clean and green by 
catching integration problems on the developers’ workstation 
before they are committed to trunk. Eliminate the wait induced by 
bad builds with preflight tests that run your build locally.

Preflight involves downloading code in trunk, replacing all files that 
haven’t been touched on your machine, and building the application 
locally. If you automate and enforce a preflight process, you can 
ensure that when code is eventually committed, it will integrate well 
with other updates and will build successfully.

Your flow is important. But so is your neighbor’s. Performing local 
preflight helps you respect the flow.



Maintain  
Enterprise-wide Visibility
Development organizations practicing Continuous Integration pay a lot of attention to build 

status.  In small groups, for local builds, this can be shown on a TV screen, or represented 
by a green or red light. But how do you show status for many groups, working on a single 

product? What does Continuous Integration across continents and oceans look like?

In many cases, local builds could be green, but when individual teams merge code 
together into a final package, integration tests may fail.

Keeping builds green, and triaging build failures at the workgroup level is not easy.  
But when merging or integrating build streams from workgroups into a larger build 

process, it’s imperative to have visibility into the point of origin, changes included, 
and developers responsible for various code changes.  If an integration build 
fails, knowing which upstream group it came from – and tracking it back to 
the JIRA ticket, and developer – will help accelerate troubleshooting and get 
your build pipeline flowing once again.

This visibility also helps in heavily regulated industries, providing you 
a safety net of knowledge that can be accessed at anytime to prove 
compliance with testing procedures, code coverage, and sign-offs.

The ultimate expression of Continuous Integration goes beyond today’s 
concept of agile. Your goal is to provide dev and ops teams the ability to 
manipulate and monitor hundreds of build pipelines with a shared, visual 
model of each stage in the process. All this activity can be rolled up 
into a “single pane of glass” that reveals the truth about your enterprise 
development efforts.



Today’s most innovative enterprises blend a zen-
like understanding of flow with elegant tools for 
optimizing the software development process. 
To practice Continuous Integration at scale, start 
by finding and fixing keystone habits rather than 
optimizing everything at once. Next, plug in the 
tools you already have and keep your flow fluid, 
not brittle. Find your minimum viable process as a 
point of agreement across teams and divisions. Use 
preflight tests to keep builds green and respect your 
neighbor’s work flow. Finally, maintain enterprise-
wide visibility, aiming for a big-picture understanding 
of work product life cycles beyond your contribution.

Summary

“Software has become the  
electricity powering nearly  
every major business.”

– Steve Brodie, CEO, Electric Cloud

• Every business is a 
software business

• Treat your process like your 
codebase

• Automation is acceleration

• Be agile in your agility

• Don’t solve everything

Continuous Integration Koans
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